All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

The neuronal substrate of working memory is thought to be persistent elevated firing rates of neurons that have been found in numerous physiological and imaging studies across widely-varying scales, from single neurons up to neuronal populations and networks \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref001]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref006]\]. Moreover, for working memory to function properly these populations must be able to be activated rapidly by external or internal input corresponding to aspects of memoranda, that activation must be selective and stable, and the elevated firing rates must be able to return to background levels when the information is no longer needed. Cognitive and behavioral considerations further imply that mechanisms must exist for rapidly transitioning between sequences of active memories, and that multiple (and possibly overlapping) selective populations and networks can be simultaneously active. These factors apply both to the case of neural binding, in which the activity of disparate neuronal populations or networks must be combined and maintained (e.g., corresponding to different aspects of a particular item in memory or working memory task), and for the case in which multiple different items are simultaneously maintained in working memory. In this latter case, there are well established approximate upper limits to the number of separate objects that can be simultaneously maintained. Indeed, one of the fundamental properties of working memory is that it has a limited capacity, possibly limited to three to five objects \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref007]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref011]\].

Binding refers to how items encoded in distinct brain circuits or neural populations can be combined for perception, decisions, and action, and can be partitioned to encompass multiple situations \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref012]\]. These different binding types include feature binding, which involves the association of different characteristics to an object and how we make and then unravel these associations, and variable binding, which arises, for example, in language and other symbolic thought (e.g., the binding of a variable name and its value). In every instance, some form of synchronization of neural activity has been proposed as the underlying mechanism (e.g., \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref012]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref018]\]). Binding is a key aspect in working memory, as most objects we encounter, physical or symbolic, are multi-featured. There is also a limited capacity to the number of features that may be represented for objects; however, it is unclear at present exactly how this feature capacity relates to the aforementioned working memory capacity \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref009], [@pcbi.1006517.ref019], [@pcbi.1006517.ref020]\].

In many studies, oscillatory dynamics have been identified with cognitive function in general and, increasingly, with working memory in particular (e.g., \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref021]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref023]\]). While the presence of different patterns of oscillations is well documented, the specific roles they play are not well understood. Recent work has suggested, however, that oscillations in various frequency bands and coupled or nested oscillations could play a fundamental role in the functioning of different aspects of working memory \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref006], [@pcbi.1006517.ref024]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref027]\]. Oscillatory dynamics may also play a critical generic role in facilitating the range of dynamics and optimized conditions required for working memory function as described above.

In the present work, the networks are capable of producing a range of oscillatory frequencies implicated in working memory and consistent with these other studies. However, we did not focus on particular frequency bands in terms of their implications for a working memory code, but rather on the role they can play in facilitating the essential functions of working memory. In particular, we examine the role oscillatory states can serve as an underlying mechanism to allow for multiple stable, active items in memory, to establish binding via synchronous relationships, to transition between different active working memory states, and to rapidly activate and terminate activity in those networks as required by the needs of cognition and thought. We show how oscillatory dynamics may facilitate these potentially competing requirements, and identify and discuss critical network parameters involved in achieving these dynamics. Indeed, although all of the network's parameters play a part in the allowed dynamics, we observed that different parameters played roles of varying importance to each of the states. We thus found it fruitful to first explore some of the features and constraints of the asynchronous and the synchronous states individually, and then to see how these attracting states naturally combine to form more complex activity involving both synchronous and asynchronous oscillations that may represent multiple rich, multi-feature memories. We found that the attracting synchronous and asynchronous states allowed for the representation of bound and distinct items in memory, for multiple items to be bound or to be maintained as distinct, representing different network capacities, and for rapid transitions between the different states as is required during cognition.

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Oscillations during memory task delays have been seen in population-level activity, including in local field potential recordings and human EEG traces \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref004], [@pcbi.1006517.ref005]\]. This motivates us to model working memory oscillatory dynamics at the ensemble level, using Wilson-Cowan type equations for the firing rates (or synaptic activities) of each local circuit that will comprise the model. Here, we provide the outline of the model. In [S1 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} we develop the model in greater detail, beginning with a quadratic integrate-and-fire network. Since previous experimental and computational studies suggest NMDA receptors may be crucial to the persistent elevated firing rates associated with proper working memory function in experimental and computational studies, we model the effect of NMDA receptors as a separate component \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref002], [@pcbi.1006517.ref028]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref031]\]: $$\begin{aligned}
u_{j}^{\prime} & {= - u_{j} + f\left( a_{ee} \cdot {\widetilde{u}}_{j} - a_{ei} \cdot {\widetilde{v}}_{j} + a_{en} \cdot {\widetilde{n}}_{j} - \theta_{e} + s_{j}\left( t \right) \right)} \\
{\tau_{i} \cdot v_{j}^{\prime}} & {= - v_{j} + f\left( a_{ie} \cdot u_{j} - a_{ii} \cdot v_{j} + a_{in} \cdot n_{j} - \theta_{i} \right)} \\
{\tau_{n} \cdot n_{j}^{\prime}} & {= - n_{j} + a_{n} \cdot u_{j}^{p}\left( 1 - n_{j} \right),} \\
\end{aligned}$$ with *j* ∈ {1, ..., *N*}, where *N* is the number of interconnected populations, or *u* − *v* − *n* triplets, where each such triplet represents a tightly recurrently connected population of excitatory and inhibitory neurons with fast AMPA synapses (*u*~*j*~), a slow NMDA component of the excitatory synapse (*n*~*j*~), and slow GABA synapses (*v*~*j*~). *a*~*γδ*~, for *γ*, *δ* ∈ {*e*, *i*, *n*}, give the coupling strengths between different components of each population (these values do not vary between the populations in the model). ${\widetilde{u}}_{j},\mspace{600mu}{\widetilde{v}}_{j},$ and ${\widetilde{n}}_{j}$ represent coupled populations: $${\widetilde{\alpha}}_{j} = \left( {\alpha_{j} + c_{z}\sum\limits_{k \neq j}\alpha_{k}} \right)\left( {1 + c_{z}\mspace{360mu}\left( {N - 1} \right)} \right)^{- 1},$$ where *α* ∈ {*u*, *v*, *n*}, and *c*~*z*~ represents the relevant coupling from population *k* to population *j*: *c*~*e*~ for NMDA (*n*) and AMPA (*u*) synapses and *c*~*ei*~ for the inhibitory (*v*) synapses. The denominators ensure the excitation and inhibition remain bounded. Thus, *c*~*e*~ and *c*~*ei*~ give interpopulation coupling strengths, while *a*~*ee*~, *a*~*ei*~, *a*~*ie*~, and *a*~*ii*~ give intrapopulation coupling strengths. [Fig 1](#pcbi.1006517.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic of the connectivities. The interpopulation excitatory coupling *c*~*e*~ represents overlap between populations. The mutual inhibition, *c*~*ei*~, allows for competitive dynamics between populations, as would the value of *c*~*ie*~, the interpopulation coupling strength from *u*~*j*~ to *v*~*k*~ (*j* ≠ *k*). However, we found that both of these connections provide similar dynamics to the results described in *Results* (see, e.g., Table 1 in the weak coupling case in [S3 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); thus, we have set *c*~*ie*~ = 0 for simplicity.

![Model connectivity.\
Left: One population as described in [Eq (1)](#pcbi.1006517.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}. *u* is the fast excitatory AMPA synaptic activity, *v* the inhibitory GABA activity, and *n* the slow excitatory NMDA activity. Feedforward excitation to the AMPA synapses (*u*) triggers activity in the system. Middle: An example network with *N* = 7 populations. The elements are coupled in an all-to-all fashion as shown on the right. Right: Connectivity between two populations, each with three components as shown in the left panel. The populations are connected with excitatory (*c*~*e*~) and inhibitory (*c*~*ei*~) coupling as described in [Eq (2)](#pcbi.1006517.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}.](pcbi.1006517.g001){#pcbi.1006517.g001}

We assume coupled populations reside in neighboring areas, so that delays need not be considered, and that *τ*~*n*~ \> *τ*~*i*~ \> 1, where we have rescaled time so that the timescale is 1 for the fast excitation. An input stimulus, *s*~*j*~(*t*), allows the system to be activated. This stimulus is a square wave, for which we may adjust the amplitude, *A*~*j*~, as well as the width, *w*~*j*~, and onset time, *t*~0*j*~. The firing rate is given by $f\left( x \right) = \sqrt{\frac{x}{1 - \text{exp}\left( - \beta \cdot x \right)}}$. We have chosen this firing rate since it gives an approximation of the firing rate of a noisy quadratic-integrate-and-fire spiking neuron \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref032], Chapter 10\]. In [S1 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we show an example simulation of the spiking model and compare it to the one-population version of the Wilson-Cowan equations.

Since we do not explicitly model membrane potential or spiking, there is no voltage dependence to the NMDA component; rather, it acts as a slow excitatory input. The NMDA component also saturates at 1, while the faster variables, *u* and *v*, are not constrained. The parameters *a*~*n*~ and *p* in the NMDA equation allow us to adjust the average NMDA level when that component is active; larger *p* also results in faster NMDA activation since *u* is typically larger than 1 when activated. Note that the behavior is fairly insensitive to *p*; the *n* − *u* null surface (where *n*′ = 0) is sigmoidal and *p* increases the gain of this sigmoid.

Unless otherwise specified, the parameters used are *N* = 5, *τ*~*i*~ = 12, *τ*~*n*~ = 144, *c*~*e*~ = 0.001, *c*~*ei*~ = 0.03, *a*~*ee*~ = 14, *a*~*ei*~ = 10, *a*~*en*~ = 4, *θ*~*e*~ = 6, *a*~*ie*~ = 20, *a*~*ii*~ = 8, *a*~*in*~ = 0.1, *θ*~*i*~ = 5, *a*~*n*~ = 2, *β* = 1, *p* = 2. These parameters allow for tristability among three behaviors of interest: a low nonzero steady state, a low-amplitude oscillation around this low steady state, and a large-amplitude oscillation. In our model, "active populations" refer to populations that are engaging in large-amplitude oscillations. Note that we vary *N*, *τ*~*i*~, *τ*~*n*~, *c*~*e*~, and *c*~*ei*~ to study their effects below. In particular, we find that there are open sets of these parameters that allow for the dynamics of interest, so that the precise values used are not critical to obtain the results shown.

Our protocol for simulating working memory is to load a memorandum via a square wave pulse stimulus (*s*~*j*~(*t*) in [Eq (1)](#pcbi.1006517.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Each stimulus is associated with the excitatory component of a specific population, so that a particular population may be selected for a memorandum. Multiple populations may be selected and provided stimuli either simultaneously or serially. Varying each of the amplitude *A*~*j*~, onset time *t*~0*j*~, and width *w*~*j*~ may produce different activation patterns, so that the observed activity is a direct result of the selected parameters and sequence of feed-forward inputs.

Each stimulus corresponds to a feature of an item present in the environment, so that persistent activation of a population selected by a stimulus corresponds to that feature's representation within the neuronal network, where as mentioned above we allow for some overlap of excitatory populations, as represented by a nonzero *c*~*e*~ value. We then study how the system responds to patterns of stimuli, allowing their amplitudes, widths, and onset times to vary. We are particularly interested in phase synchrony and asynchrony of the large amplitude oscillations across the excitatory components of the populations. In our model, synchrony corresponds to different features that are associated with one another held active in working memory, while asynchrony corresponds to independent features held active. These behaviors correspond to binding and working memory capacity, respectively. We further study the existence and stability of these states while varying key parameters using XPP-AUTO \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref033]\].

However, since we obtain these network behaviors through a feedforward excitatory impulse to the excitatory components, we are further interested in which states are in fact accessible from some other given state. In systematically studying what patterns may be obtained from other patterns following a selective stimulus, the combinatorics involved quickly threaten to make the problem intractable. Thus, we limit our study to just two and three active populations, which we will refer to as diads and triads, respectively. We begin with either a diad or triad, and then use the protocol as described above, providing a single, selective stimulus of a chosen amplitude and width either to an active population or to an inactive one, and allow the network to evolve for some time afterwards. The resultant pattern is then determined to be accessible from the initial pattern. The outcome of stimulating the system is phase-dependent, as is the case in many oscillatory systems. Since we are interested in behaviors that may be more robust, we narrow our results to only include those that contain multiple-millisecond intervals of time that produce the same resultant activity for a stimulus of fixed width and amplitude. All of the included results may be obtained with a stimulus of fixed width and amplitude over intervals no smaller than 6ms, consistent with intervals associated with gamma frequency phase locking that some pyramidal neurons and interneurons display, as described in Senior et al. \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref034]\] They found that these neurons locked their firing to two phases within one gamma (30--80Hz) period. Thus, the smallest interval of time that these neurons might be able to distinguish is 6--7ms. Additionally, synchronization between neurons has been shown to occur within a time window of around 10ms \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref035]\]. For simplicity, we only consider a network with *N* = 5 when we explore the accessibility of operations involving diads and triads.

Results {#sec003}
=======

The model produces persistent elevated firing states (above baseline levels) in response to inputs to selected populations in networks consisting of multiple populations, consistent with what has been observed in neurophysiological studies (e.g., \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref005]\]). This persistent working memory activation may occur either as steady-state or oscillatory firing rates, depending on the value of the relative speed of the inhibitory synapses. For the case of oscillatory dynamics, analogues of several critical features of working memory arise naturally and robustly, which, in addition to the persistent elevated activity, include working memory capacity and binding. In contrast, for the steady-state case, it is difficult to obtain multiple populations active at once, and in the case of uniform connectivity, the activity would be indistinguishable (i.e., they would all be active with the same firing rate). An analysis and description of the mechanisms underlying the oscillatory behavior of an isolated *u* − *v* − *n* triplet is presented in [S2 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

We found that our model allows for stable oscillatory states involving a single population (SO: Single Oscillator) or multiple coupled populations. In the latter case, three basic types of oscillations may occur: out-of-phase (OP), synchronous (S), and mixed phase (MP). By OP, we mean that if there are *k* active populations, then each of the *k* occupy separate parts of a cycle. For example, if *k* = 2, then the two populations oscillate a half cycle apart, and if *k* = 3, each population oscillates a third of a cycle apart. In our model, OP populations represent single-feature, distinct items in memory. S means all populations fire in-phase with one another and represent bound items in memory, while MP means that some populations are synchronized and others are out of phase, corresponding to bound and distinct items in memory, respectively. For example, it could be the case with three populations that two are synchronized while the third fires out of phase, corresponding to two distinct objects held in memory: one with two features and one with a single feature.

Although all of the network's parameters play a part in the allowed dynamics, we observed that different parameters played roles of varying importance to each of the states. We thus found it fruitful to first explore some of the features and constraints of the S and especially the OP states individually, and then to see how these attracting states naturally combine to form more complex MP activity that may represent multiple rich, multi-feature memories.

Organization of results {#sec004}
-----------------------

In Out-of-phase oscillations and distinct memoranda we look at OP oscillations in isolation. We look at both example simulations (*OP dynamics*) and some of the central results on constraints on the number of populations that may oscillate OP (*OP oscillations and working memory capacity*).

In *Synchronous oscillations and binding*, we turn our attention to S oscillations. Again, we examine example dynamics (*S dynamics*) and limits on how many populations may oscillate synchronously (*Maximum S populations*).

In *Mixed-phase oscillations: Synchronous and out-of-phase*, we see how OP and S oscillations may both occur and can lead to MP oscillations, which are a central feature of the model. We look at example activities (*MP dynamics*) and then try to gain insight into how we might attain the different oscillatory modes by looking at two different simplifying assumptions. First we see how the coupling strengths allow for the different states in the reduced case of just 2 coupled populations (*Two populations: Effects of coupling strengths*), and then turn to the case of weak coupling (*Weak coupling*) and examine the basins of attraction for S, OP, and MP modes with just 3 populations.

Finally, in *Biological considerations and applications*, we examine the model in relation to biological and cognitive considerations. We first focus on one of the main features of the model by exploring how the network can rapidly form and transition between a rich variety of MP relationships in the context of binding (*Feature binding* and *Variable binding*). We then more carefully examine the transitions the model network may make (*Accessible operations*), and compare some of the frequency relationships in the model to experimental results (*Frequencies*).

Out-of-phase oscillations and distinct memoranda {#sec005}
------------------------------------------------

OP oscillations of the interacting populations in the network ([Fig 2](#pcbi.1006517.g002){ref-type="fig"}) display the fundamental signature of working memory in the model. Each distinct memorandum being held active is associated with a different phase, similar to what has been proposed in previous work (e.g., \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref027], [@pcbi.1006517.ref036]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref038]\]). In contrast to some of this previous work, however, the present firing rate networks are self-contained. That is, they do not explicitly receive any external signal to organize their relative phase timings. Instead, mutual inhibition allows for competition between the populations so that only one population (or group of synchronously firing populations as discussed in *MP dynamics*) is active during any given portion of a cycle. Thus, for a given cycle duration (determined by conditions discussed in detail in *OP oscillations and working memory capacity* and *Two populations: Effects of coupling strengths*), there is a limit to the number of OP populations that the network may support. In the model this corresponds to working memory capacity. We will also refer to this capacity as the network capacity, as it is a fundamental property of the networked populations.

![OP dynamics for up to 3 active populations.\
For a network size of 5 populations (*N* = 5), all combinatorial possibilities for up to 3 active OP populations may be realized. Square waves in these and similar figures indicate the stimuli given to the population just above the given wave, and the vertical dashed lines in each plot allow for phase comparisons across different active populations. The first bar below each group of traces shows the interval of starting times in which the same stimulus (fixed amplitude and width) will produce the same result; the second bar shows the length of the period of the oscillation that is active before the stimulus is applied (note: the period may change after the stimulus is applied); the third bar in (B) is explained below. (A) The network starts at a nonzero, nonactive baseline firing rate. The first stimulus selectively activates the first population, while the other populations remain inactive with low firing rates. A second population is then activated; for these parameters and stimulus strength, almost any stimulus onset time will induce the OP state with 2 active populations, as the bars show. (B, C) Stimulating a third population with a short stimulus induces the OP state with 3 active populations. Either activation ordering may occur, depending on the phase the stimulus is presented; (B) and (C) show the two different orderings. The third, dashed, bar below the stimulus trace in (B) shows the interval of onset times that induce the OP state with three active populations; the first interval shows the onset times that produce (B) while the second interval shows the onset times that produce (C). (D, E) Larger and wider stimuli may deactivate either of the active populations, so that the network remains in the OP state but with different active populations (WTS scenario). (F) Maintaining the amplitude of the stimulus from the WTS case but increasing the stimulus width allows the third selected population to deactivate both active populations and become the only active population (WTA scenario).](pcbi.1006517.g002){#pcbi.1006517.g002}

### OP dynamics {#sec006}

Depending on the timing and strength of the stimulus given to each population, a selected population may either oscillate out-of-phase with currently active populations in the network cycle, or it may compete with one or more populations, quenching their activity while remaining active itself. More concretely, consider the case of a 5-population network (*N* = 5) with a network capacity of 3 active OP populations. If no input is given, all of the populations fire at low, but non-zero, rates. Selectively stimulating first one of the populations, and at a later time a second population, allows for these two populations to be simultaneously active, exhibiting OP oscillations as shown in [Fig 2A](#pcbi.1006517.g002){ref-type="fig"}. The result of subsequently selectively stimulating a third population depends on the strength, width, and onset time of the stimulus. Stimuli of sufficient width and amplitude can result in a winner-take-all (WTA) scenario ([Fig 2F](#pcbi.1006517.g002){ref-type="fig"}), where in the 3-population-capacity network the activation of the third population suppresses the first two populations sufficiently to become the only active population. Weaker stimuli allow for a winner-take-some (WTS) scenario ([Fig 2D and 2E](#pcbi.1006517.g002){ref-type="fig"}); in this case, the third population quenches one population (whose activity returns to baseline level) and becomes persistently active, leaving two OP populations. Both of these cases could represent selective forgetting due to interference. For example, they could correspond to situations in which attention is shifted to one item at the expense of other attended memoranda, effectively resulting in the forgetting of those items that had been held active in working memory.

If the stimulus is of moderate strength (that is, of sufficient amplitude and duration to activate the population, but not sufficient to quench another active population), then, depending on the onset time of the stimulus, the selected population may become interleaved with the other active populations in the current cycle ([Fig 2B and 2C](#pcbi.1006517.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In this case, all populations may fire OP, with the ordering of the newly activated population with respect to the already-active populations within the cycle determined by the stimulus onset time (e.g., [Fig 2B vs 2C](#pcbi.1006517.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

### OP oscillations and working memory capacity {#sec007}

As mentioned above, for any set of nontrivial parameters (e.g., *c*~*ei*~ ≥ *ϵ* \> 0) there is a maximum number of OP populations that may be active, resulting in a finite network capacity.

We note that a working memory capacity is entailed either by nonzero coupling (i.e., one of *c*~*e*~, *c*~*ei*~, *c*~*ie*~ is positive), or by the temporal resolution of the network. That is, in a biological network, we would not expect perfect synchronization to occur with any regularity; rather, the detection of synchrony by the network would need to operate within certain temporal bounds, so that oscillations that are within some threshold time measure of being synchronous are in fact read out as synchronous. Indeed, the same is true numerically in our model simulations, if for very narrow temporal bounds. In either case, there is a minimum distance, say *η* \> 0, that the excitatory peaks, e.g., may be from each other (in the first case, the minimum distance may arise due to the attracting or repelling basins of the synchronous state that result from nonzero coupling strengths, for example). Thus, if *T* is the period of the network oscillation, the maximum working capacity would be $\frac{T}{\eta}$, which is finite for any fixed set of parameters.

Both the mutual inhibition, *c*~*ei*~, and the timescales, *τ*~*i*~ and *τ*~*n*~, are critical in determining this capacity. We expect the value of *c*~*ei*~ to play a strong role in determining the network capacity since the OP dynamics fundamentally arise from mutual inhibition between the populations in the network (see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} and *Two populations: Effects of coupling strengths*). The effect the timescales have on the capacity is somewhat more nuanced. The timescale of inhibition works differentially on the excitatory populations, depending on their phases. Briefly, we find that, in particular, larger values of *τ*~*i*~ increase the time the excitatory populations spend near zero more than the time they spend away from zero, providing a greater window of opportunity for other populations to be active. We now look at this in greater detail.

We observe that there appear to be two qualitatively different features to the excitatory oscillation: (1) a pulse-like portion, where the activity rapidly increases and rapidly decreases, which we will call the "active phase"; (2) a portion where the firing rate stays very close to zero, which we will call the "quiescent phase". Although the division between these phases is necessarily arbitrary, a natural threshold choice is the low fixed point, *u*~\*~ (the baseline firing rate). Thus, for some fixed *j*, the active phase of a given oscillation, *T*~*a*~, is defined as the interval of time such that *u*~*j*~ \> *u*~\*~, while the quiescent phase of an oscillation, *T*~*q*~, is the interval of time such that *u*~*j*~ ≤ *u*~\*~. Thus, *T*~*a*~ is a measure of the width of the pulse, while *T*~*q*~ is a measure of the time it spends near zero. Note that *T*~*a*~ + *T*~*q*~ = *T*, the period of the oscillation. *T*~*a*~ is mostly determined by the rise time of the inhibition, which is strongly affected by the excitatory population. In contrast, *T*~*q*~ is mostly determined by the decay time of the inhibition. See [S2 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more detail. Thus, while both *T*~*a*~ and *T*~*q*~ increase as *τ*~*i*~ increases, we expect $\frac{T_{q}}{T_{a}}$ to increase as well. Indeed we find this to be the case; for example, with our original parameters (including *τ*~*i*~ = 12) and one active population, *T* ≈ 50ms, and $\frac{T_{q}}{T_{a}} \approx \frac{28}{22} \approx {1.3}$. If we increase the timescale of inhibition up to *τ*~*i*~ = 20, *T* ≈ 76ms, and $\frac{T_{q}}{T_{a}} \approx \frac{48}{29} \approx {1.7}$. Thus, the ratio $\frac{T_{q}}{T_{a}}$ has increased by a factor of about 1.3. We therefore might intuit that more populations can be active OP as *τ*~*i*~ increases, since more pulses from other populations may "fit" between the pulses of an already-active population. That is, since there is a proportionally larger interval of time the population spends near zero than the interval of time it is active, there is greater opportunity for other populations to be active during this quiescent phase. We also note that while it is important for *τ*~*n*~ to be large enough so that the NMDA population may reactivate the excitatory population (see [S2 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), it otherwise does not affect the period of the oscillation very much. For example, with our original parameters (including *τ*~*n*~ = 144) and one active population, recall that *T* ≈ 50ms; increasing *τ*~*n*~ to 240 slightly *decreases* the period to *T* ≈ 49ms. (We note that it is not surprising for *τ*~*n*~ to have an inverse relationship with the period, since *τ*~*n*~ mostly controls the decay time of the NMDA; thus, *n* stays slightly higher for larger *τ*~*n*~, resulting in slightly faster activation times for *u* and *v*. Since *τ*~*n*~ has little effect on the decay time of inhibition, which is mostly determined by the time constant *τ*~*i*~, we see that increasing *τ*~*n*~ may in fact decrease the period).

We may follow the oscillatory solutions in AUTO to determine exactly how the network capacity depends on the mutual inhibition and the system's timescales. The OP states are lost as folds of limit cycles or destabilize via torus or period-doubling bifurcations as *τ*~*i*~ increases or decreases with *τ*~*n*~ fixed ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1006517.g003){ref-type="fig"} illustrates this for the 3-OP state). In particular, we found that for *N* = 5 or 10, the solutions were lost as folds of limit cycles as in [Fig 3A](#pcbi.1006517.g003){ref-type="fig"}, while for *N* = 20 the oscillations sometimes first lost stability via the torus or period-doubling bifurcations (see [Fig 3D](#pcbi.1006517.g003){ref-type="fig"}). For *N* = 5 or 10, the 1-OP state (i.e., just one active oscillating population) is also lost as a fold of limit cycles (in *τ*~*i*~), suggesting we may gain intuition into why the *M*-OP states exist for certain *τ*~*i*~ and *τ*~*n*~ values for *M* \> 1 by examining the 1-OP case in more detail, which we do at the end of [S2 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} by examining how the separation of timescales allows for the existence of these solutions (i.e., why the ratio $\frac{\tau_{i}}{\tau_{n}}$ cannot be too large or too small). While there are certain trends in the behaviors of the solutions, we did not observe any significant changes in the dynamics near bifurcation. In the case of the inhibition, as *τ*~*i*~ increases, the period increases (as discussed at the beginning of this section), more than doubling (from 50 to 117 ms), and the maxima of the excitatory populations increase by about 25%, while the minima of the NMDA populations decrease by ≈33% (note that the NMDA generally peaks at or near saturation at 1, so this does not tend to change as we adjust parameters) and the maxima of the inhibitory populations decrease only very slightly, staying virtually constant (a change of ≈ 5%). We note that not all of these behaviors (or those described below for the case of varying *τ*~*n*~) are strictly monotonic, but rather they indicate the trends. For example, the amplitude of the inhibition increases very slightly with *τ*~*i*~ before it decreases; however, up to two significant figures it remains at 6.8. If *τ*~*i*~ increases beyond the high fold, the solutions tend to change from *M*-OP to (*M* − 1)-OP; e.g., 3-OP solutions are lost to 2-OP solutions. If *τ*~*i*~ decreases beyond the low fold, we get slightly different behavior. In this case, the solutions tend to change from *M*-OP to *M*-MP; i.e., one of the populations will synchronize with another one. In both cases, we see that the number of mutually OP groups decreases from *M* to *M* − 1.

![Stability of OP oscillations and working memory capacity.\
For fixed *τ*~*n*~, there is a window of *τ*~*i*~ values for which oscillations exist. We examine the existence and stability of the active out-of-phase populations, corresponding to distinct, single-featured memoranda. (A) Here, we look at the 3-OP state for a network of *N* = 5 populations, with *τ*~*n*~ fixed at 144 and the mutual inhibition *c*~*ei*~ fixed at 0.03. For *τ*~*i*~ too large or too small, the oscillations are lost as folds of limit cycles (for larger *N*, they may also be lost through torus or period-doubling bifurcations). (B) By following the limit points in (A) and keeping *N* fixed at 5, we may examine the dependence of the oscillatory states on both timescales, *τ*~*n*~ and *τ*~*i*~, for different OP states. Thus, we see how the capacity of the system depends on the timescales. Each curve is a curve of the limit points as shown in (A). Thus, the OP state with 2 active populations exists stably above the blue curve, and the 3-OP state exists stably above the black curve. (C) We may further examine how the capacity is affected by the strength of the mutual inhibition, *c*~*ei*~. Here, the 3-OP state exists above each curve for different *c*~*ei*~ values as indicated. As the mutual inhibition increases, the minimum *τ*~*n*~ value that supports the 3-OP state increases. Thus, we would like to keep the mutual inhibition low enough to support the 3-OP state within physiologically realistic synaptic timescales, but high enough to allow for the WTA state. (D) If we fix *c*~*ei*~ = 0.03, we may further explore how the network size *N* affects the 3-OP state. Overall, as *N* increases, the set of timescales that supports the 3-OP state does not change very much, generally increasing slightly. The bifurcation structure for *N* = 20 changes somewhat as well, so that the 3-OP state may destabilize through a torus or period-doubling bifurcation for lower *τ*~*i*~ values as well.](pcbi.1006517.g003){#pcbi.1006517.g003}

For NMDA, as *τ*~*n*~ increases, the period decreases (as discussed at the beginning of this section) from 77 to 63 ms, the maxima of the excitation and inhibition stay virtually constant (changing by less than 1%) and the minima of the NMDA populations increase by ≈50% (since, of course, *τ*~*n*~ increases). As we can see from [Fig 3D](#pcbi.1006517.g003){ref-type="fig"}, there is a fold of limit cycles (for *N* = 5 and *N* = 10) for low *τ*~*n*~; increasing *τ*~*n*~ does not appear to cause the loss of existence or stability of the solutions. This is as expected, since in the limit *τ*~*n*~ → ∞, NMDA will simply stay high (once activated) as it acts essentially as a parameter. Thus, as we explore in more detail in [S2 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the NMDA will always outlast the downstroke of the inhibition, allowing the excitation to reactivate. If we decrease *τ*~*n*~ to below the fold, we again can lose the *M*-OP state to the *M*-MP state, as one of the active populations will tend to synchronize with another one.

By following the above bifurcations, we may partition *τ*~*i*~ − *τ*~*n*~ space based on how many OP populations can be active for fixed *c*~*ei*~ ([Fig 3B](#pcbi.1006517.g003){ref-type="fig"}), or on the maximum number of OP populations that may be active for different values of *c*~*ei*~ ([Fig 3C](#pcbi.1006517.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In [Fig 3](#pcbi.1006517.g003){ref-type="fig"} we see that we have open sets of *τ*~*i*~ and *τ*~*n*~ values that lie within physiological ranges where the network capacity is 3, matching experimental ranges of a capacity of 3--5 items in working memory. As we increase the number of populations, the capacity of the system remains more or less the same ([Fig 3D](#pcbi.1006517.g003){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting the capacity is only weakly dependent on the network size.

Synchronous oscillations and binding {#sec008}
------------------------------------

Different types of binding occur within the context of working memory. In all examples of binding, temporal synchronization of firing may play a significant role as the underlying mechanism. There are several different ways in which our model may achieve such synchrony between different populations in the network.

### S dynamics {#sec009}

In [Fig 4](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"}, we see three such possible paths based on the pattern of inputs. Unsurprisingly, if two inactive populations, say populations 1 and 2 without loss of generality, are stimulated with similar stimulus parameters (onset time, amplitude, and duration), they will oscillate S ([Fig 4A](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"}). If two populations are active OP, we may apply a stimulus to either one so that they synchronize ([Fig 4B](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, if population 1, for example, is oscillating in isolation, population 2 may also synchronize with population 1 if given a small stimulus within a certain time window of the phase of population 1 (in particular, close to when the excitatory component has an upstroke) ([Fig 4C](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The latter two cases illustrate the attractive nature of S oscillations in the model, which we further confirm through numerical continuation. We note there are other ways in which populations may pairwise oscillate S in the network, some of which are explored in *Mixed-phase oscillations: Synchronous and out-of-phase* and *Biological considerations and applications*.

![S dynamics and capacity.\
(A) Simultaneous stimuli can cause the selected populations to exhibit S oscillations. (B) If two populations are pairwise OP, selectively stimulating one can alter its relationship so that the two populations subsequently oscillate pairwise S. (C) Sequential stimuli of the right timing may also cause the selected populations to dynamically bind and oscillate S. (D) Synchronous capacity as a function of *τ*~*i*~ and *c*~*ei*~. For *M* = 1, ..., *N* (here *N* = 5), the *M*-S solution is stable for all *τ*~*i*~ values between each respective pair of (same-colored) points. For example, the 5-S solution with *c*~*ei*~ = 0.03 is stable for 3.7 \< *τ*~*i*~ \< 36.4. The synchronous solutions are not stable outside of these intervals and are lost to different solutions, as indicated in the text.](pcbi.1006517.g004){#pcbi.1006517.g004}

### Maximum S populations {#sec010}

We first observe from [Eq (1)](#pcbi.1006517.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"} that if all *N* populations are active S in a given network, they oscillate as a single population with inhibition given by *a*~*ei*~. Thus, we might expect the maximum number of populations that can oscillate synchronously to depend more on the intrapopulation parameters, such as *a*~*ei*~. Indeed, this solution is eventually lost as a fold of limit cycles as *a*~*ei*~ increases. However, the interpopulation coupling values, such as *c*~*ei*~, do affect the stability of this oscillating solution. We have observed these solutions to be lost as branch points (with no stable alternate branch) or period doubling bifurcations. Although the types of bifurcation may change, the types of changes the parameters cause match our expectations: As *c*~*ei*~ increases, the *a*~*ei*~ value at which the solution destabilizes decreases. Increasing the *c*~*e*~ value correspondingly increases the *a*~*ei*~ value at which the bifurcation occurs. Furthermore, decreasing the number of active populations increases the *a*~*ei*~ values at which the stable oscillations are lost, so that, for example, with the same intrapopulation and interpopulation coupling strengths, 4 S populations remain stable for higher *a*~*ei*~ values than 5 S populations do.

For other parameters, the behavior may be somewhat more complicated. For example, consider the range of *τ*~*i*~ values that allows for the stable existence of *M*-S solutions for *M* ∈ {1, ... *N*} (of course the 1-S oscillation is just a single oscillator, SO). As we see in [Fig 4D](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"}, as *M* increases from 1 to 5 with *c*~*ei*~ fixed at 0.03 or 0.07, the interval of *τ*~*i*~ that allows for the stable existence of the *M*-S oscillations narrows monotonically, resulting in a nest of intervals, each of which is strictly contained in the interval below it. However, the result of increasing *c*~*ei*~ from 0.03 to 0.07 varies somewhat on the number of synchronous oscillating populations. The right boundary, corresponding to the largest *τ*~*i*~ that supports the synchronous solution, increases with increasing *c*~*ei*~, especially for fewer oscillating populations. The left boundary, corresponding to the smallest *τ*~*i*~ that supports the synchronous solution, increases for larger *M* (*M* = 4, 5) and decreases for smaller *M* (*M* = 1, 2, 3). As mentioned above, when *M* = *N*, the whole network oscillates as a single group, as can be seen with the appropriate substitutions in [Eq (1)](#pcbi.1006517.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}; thus, while varying *c*~*ei*~ does change the stability of this oscillation, as can be seen for *M* = 5 in [Fig 4D](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"}, the other characteristics, such as the amplitudes and period of oscillation, do not change at all. However, these can and do change for *M* \< *N*; in particular, increasing *c*~*ei*~ tends to increase the amplitudes of the excitatory and inhibitory populations. We explore these changes in dynamics and explore the changes we see in [Fig 4D](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"} in more detail in [S4 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Mixed-phase oscillations: Synchronous and out-of-phase {#sec011}
------------------------------------------------------

We have seen above in *Out-of-phase oscillations and distinct memoranda* and *Synchronous oscillations and binding* that the network allows for both S and OP oscillatory states as attractors. When such states coexist in the network (i.e., at least two populations are pairwise OP and at least two populations are pairwise S), we say the populations oscillate MP (mixed-phase). An important result in our current work is that the model network can support a large number of attracting MP states, where the pairwise OP populations correspond to distinct items in memory and the pairwise S populations correspond to bound features of a memory.

Thus, multiple items in memory, each with multiple features, can be represented within our framework. Indeed, we found a range of combinatorial arrangements and dynamics emerge in the model network that are rich enough to map onto or underlie many of the aspects of binding. We explore some of these dynamics below, and other examples that may be relevant to feature and variable binding in *Feature binding* and *Variable binding*.

### MP dynamics {#sec012}

When a quiescent or active population is stimulated, it may oscillate pairwise OP or S with currently active populations. Here we see three ways whereby we can obtain MP oscillations with a selective stimulus, so that a feature is added to an item in memory.

In [Fig 5A--5C](#pcbi.1006517.g005){ref-type="fig"}, there are initially 3 active OP populations (say populations 1--3). If population 3, for example, receives a stimulus, then its timing may be readjusted to synchronize with population 2. Alternatively, a quiescent population (say population 4) may be stimulated. Since the capacity of the network is reached with 3 OP populations (or really, 3 groups of mutually OP populations; that is, populations within each group oscillate S and populations in different groups oscillate mutually OP), in order for population 4 to remain active, either at least one of populations 1--3 must be quenched or at least two of populations 1--4 must synchronize. In [Fig 5A](#pcbi.1006517.g005){ref-type="fig"}, activating population 4 with a somewhat weaker stimulus quenches the activity of population 1 as might occur in forgetting, suggesting independently of the numerical analysis in *OP oscillations and working memory capacity* that the capacity of the network is indeed 3. Further stimulating population 4 causes it to synchronize with population 2, in a similar way that occurs in [Fig 4C](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"} when sequential stimuli cause two populations to oscillate S. However, since all of the populations are coupled to one another, more complicated effects may occur as well. For example, in [Fig 5C](#pcbi.1006517.g005){ref-type="fig"}, once population 4 is stimulated, it also synchronizes with population 2 as in [Fig 5B](#pcbi.1006517.g005){ref-type="fig"}; however, populations 1 and 3 are perturbed enough to synchronize as well. We note that the only differences between [Fig 5B and 5C](#pcbi.1006517.g005){ref-type="fig"} are the onset times of the stimulus to population 4. More generally, the stimulus parameters determine which populations oscillate S and which do not. We also see that in both [Fig 5B and 5C](#pcbi.1006517.g005){ref-type="fig"} four populations are active following the stimulus. Thus, the number of active populations depends in part on how many OP populations may be active (see *OP oscillations and working memory capacity*) and in part on how many S populations may be active (see *Maximum S populations*). We consider additional exmaples of MP states in *Feature binding* and *Variable binding*.

![MP dynamics.\
(A) Stimulating an inactive population when the network is already at capacity (3 OP populations here) may cause one of the active populations to become quiescent, even without a strong stimulus. A subsequent stimulus produces similar behavior as in [Fig 4B](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"}, so that stimulating an active population may allow it to change its relationship from pairwise OP with both other active populations to oscillate S with one of the two other active populations, and OP with the second. (B--C) Stimulating a quiescent population can cause various dynamic bindings and MP dynamics. For example, changing only the timing of the stimulus can alter the resulting patterns of synchronization. In (B), the stimulated population synchronizes with one of the three OP populations. (C) Adjusting the onset time of the stimulus may result in additional interactions, so that the network transitions from 3 OP populations to 2 OP pairs, where both populations in each pair oscillate S.](pcbi.1006517.g005){#pcbi.1006517.g005}

### Two populations: Effects of coupling strengths {#sec013}

Having seen that our model supports both OP and S dynamics that naturally combine to allow for richer MP dynamics, we look at the reduced case of two populations to distinguish how the interpopulation coupling affects the existence of the OP and S states, as well as the case where only a single oscillator (SO) is active. We note that the stable existence of the SO state is necessary for WTA dynamics; however, the SO state may also stably exist with lower coupling values that do not allow for WTA, and so it is not sufficient for WTA dynamics. The coupling strengths are crucial in being able to maintain any of these oscillatory dynamics. We see that in the coupling-strength space in [Fig 6D](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"}, only the region \* supports all three oscillatory states. Both SO ([Fig 6B](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"}) and OP ([Fig 6C](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"}) states exist stably in bounded sets, so that if either *c*~*e*~ or *c*~*ei*~ values become too large, the states will be lost. In contrast, there is no indication that the S state only exists in a bounded region ([Fig 6A](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"}). If *c*~*ei*~ values are large enough with *c*~*e*~ small, the S state may lose stability (to the right of (i) in [Fig 6A](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"}). However, we see from [Eq (2)](#pcbi.1006517.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"} that as *c*~*e*~ → ∞, each excitatory population only gets excitation from the complementary population, so we expect synchrony to continue to stably exist for arbitrarily large *c*~*e*~ values. All three oscillatory states appear to exist stably when either *c*~*e*~ or *c*~*ei*~ is zero and as the other value approaches zero (i.e., along one of the axes near the origin), suggesting that weak coupling is sufficient for these states to exist. In [S3 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we explore the attracting states in the weak coupling limit.

![Stability as a function of coupling strengths for *N* = 2.\
The dashed line at *c*~*ei*~ = 1 indicates the interpopulation and intrapopulation inhibition are the same. All of the dynamics of interest exist stably when the interpopulation coupling is less than the intrapopulation coupling (to the left of the dashed line), as desired. (A--C) Colored regions indicate areas that the oscillatory states shown stably exist. Roman numerals refer to the boundary curves of the regions as indicated. (A) The S state exists to the left of (i), which is a curve of branch points of limit cycles (BPLCs). (B) The SO state exists to the left of (ii), a curve of folds of limit cycles (FLCs) (these folds are the only ones in this diagram that arise from a subcritical Hopf bifurcation) and to the right of (iii), another curve of FLCs. (C) The OP state exists below (iv), a curve of FLCs, and (v), a curve of torus bifurcations, and to the left of (vi), a curve of BPLCs. The line style for each curve is shown to the right of each roman numeral for clarity. (D) All of the regions in (A--C) superimposed. (\*) indicates the region of interest, where all three oscillating states (S, SO, and OP) exist stably.](pcbi.1006517.g006){#pcbi.1006517.g006}

Although the general features described above for [Fig 6](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"} match our intuitions, some of the particular features are unforeseen and may warrant further scrutiny. We now look more carefully at the regions that the S, SO, and OP states stably exist in coupling-strength space in turn, describing the curves of bifurcations and the behavior of the oscillations with changing coupling strengths.

The S state ([Fig 6A](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"}) exists for all relevant coupling strengths. Neither the period nor the amplitude of the oscillations change as *c*~*e*~ and *c*~*ei*~ change. However, if *c*~*ei*~ increases beyond (i), a curve of branch points of limit cycles (BPLCs), only the low and high steady states are stable.

The SO state ([Fig 6B](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"}) lies to the right of (iii), a curve of folds of limit cycles (FLCs). As we can see in [Fig 6D](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"}, the oscillatory states that are available for lower *c*~*ei*~, to the left of (iii), are either S or, for sufficiently small *c*~*e*~ values, OP. The SO state is bounded on the left by (ii). Curve (ii) is also a curve of FLCs; however, unlike the other such curves in [Fig 6](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"}, these folds arise from a subcritical Hopf bifurcation.

For fixed *c*~*e*~ and increasing *c*~*ei*~, the SO solutions show increases in the period (from 48 to 74 ms) and the maxima of both the excitatory (increasing by ≈ 20%) and inhibitory (≈ 40%) oscillations. These changes continue until the SO state is lost to a high fixed point. As we might expect from a subcritical Hopf (in particular, one that involves a fixed point away from zero), this change happens rapidly, with no changes before bifurcation suggestive of the loss of stability of the solution. For fixed *c*~*ei*~ and increasing *c*~*e*~, the SO solutions show slight decreases in the period (from 53 to 51 ms) and the maxima of the excitatory and inhibitory populations (both decrease by ≈ 12% or less).

We note that once *c*~*ei*~ increases beyond the subcritical Hopf bifurcation (curve (ii)), the system displays steady state bistability between a down state and an up state with the same inhibitory timescale as for the case of oscillations. However, a much larger input is required to switch between active populations in this case. For example, suppose *c*~*e*~ = 0.001 and population 1 is active. If *c*~*ei*~ = 0.7 ("after" the Hopf, so that population 1 has a large-amplitude oscillation), stimulating population 2 with a width of 50ms and an amplitude of 3 (arbitrary units) is sufficient to allow population 2 to become active and quench the activity of population 1. However, if *c*~*ei*~ = 0.8 ("before" the Hopf, so that population 1 is in the up state), a stimulus to population 2 with the same width requires an amplitude of greater than 36 in order for population 2 to activate, sending population 1 back to the down state. This up state is only stable for smaller *c*~*e*~ values; for larger *c*~*e*~ the only stable state of the system is S activity. We see in [Fig 6D](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"} that the S state exists to the right of (ii) for low *c*~*e*~ values as well.

The region of definition of the OP state is more complicated. It is defined by (iv), a curve of FLCs, (v), a curve of torus bifurcations, and (vi), a curve of BPLCs. These curves do not decrease in *c*~*e*~ monotonically as *c*~*ei*~ increases. We see that that there is a small interval of *c*~*e*~ values around 0.06 where the OP state exists stably for small *c*~*ei*~ values, but is lost for higher values (e.g., *c*~*ei*~ not quite 0.2). Surprisingly, once the OP state is lost here, we initially can only get the S state. As *c*~*ei*~ increases further, we may also obtain the SO state. Perhaps the most unanticipated feature of the OP region occurs near the local minimum of (iv). There is a very small *c*~*e*~ interval, near *c*~*e*~ = 0.05, where the OP state is lost (to a region where S and, for larger *c*~*ei*~, SO both exist, as seen in [Fig 6D](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"}) and then regained as *c*~*ei*~ increases, before finally being lost again for large *c*~*ei*~. We explore the behaviors of the OP state further in [S4 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, including changes in the dynamics that occur with increasing *c*~*e*~ or *c*~*ei*~ that may lead to the bifurcations we observe.

### Weak coupling {#sec014}

Surprisingly, both S and OP oscillations are stable as the coupling strengths *c*~*e*~ and *c*~*ei*~ approach 0 with *N* = 2, as we saw above in [Fig 6](#pcbi.1006517.g006){ref-type="fig"}. Although we have chosen coupling strengths that allow for stronger interactions between populations (allowing for, e.g., WTA and WTS dynamics), we may gain some insight into our system by examining the limit of weak coupling. In this case we first assume that the populations are oscillating.

In [S3 Text](#pcbi.1006517.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we outline how we may use weak coupling theory to reduce our system of *N* coupled populations from a (3 ⋅ *N*)-dimensional system to an (*N* − 1)-dimensional system involving the phase differences. Briefly, we restrict our attention to weakly-coupled oscillatory populations. Since each 3-dimensional population (involving *u*, *v*, and *n* variables) is assumed to be on a limit cycle, its state can be referenced by its phase on that limit cycle, *θ*~*j*~, where *j* is the population index. We can further reduce the number of dimensions by one by referencing each population's phase relative to *θ*~1~, the first population's phase. Thus, we are left with *phase differences* *ψ*~*j*~. Since *ψ*~1~ ≡ 0, we can examine the attractor structure of three weakly-coupled populations in the plane.

With just EI or IE coupling, we can obtain all three relevant states of interest (OP, S, and MP). In [Fig 7](#pcbi.1006517.g007){ref-type="fig"}, we see the basins of attraction with only *c*~*ei*~ coupling (cf. Fig 2 in Horn and Opher 1996 \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref039]\]). Adding EE to EI coupling (*c*~*e*~ = 0.1*c*~*ei*~) predictably increases the basin of attraction of the synchronous state. Based on the geometry we see in [Fig 7](#pcbi.1006517.g007){ref-type="fig"}, we might also expect transitions between regions that share boundary curves to be easy to realize (e.g., the S and MP regions), and transitions between regions that only share isolated boundary points (the S and OP regions) to be more difficult to realize, if even possible. In fact, we found just such a correspondence when we more thoroughly examined accessible states (see *Accessible operations*).

![Basins of attraction for the case of weak EI coupling with 3 active populations.\
When three populations are active (note, *ψ*~*i*~ is the phase of population *i* relative to *θ*~1~), OP, S, and MP states all have open sets as basins of attraction, as we found in the full model. These basins are defined by the stable manifolds of saddle points, as shown.](pcbi.1006517.g007){#pcbi.1006517.g007}

Biological considerations and applications {#sec015}
------------------------------------------

In *Mixed-phase oscillations: Synchronous and out-of-phase*, we showed that our model is able to support complex and stable oscillatory modes that may be relevant to different scenarios in working memory. Here, we explore further aspects of these oscillations that may be relevant to cognitive processes and empirical findings in working memory tasks. For example, in working memory, rapid transitions between activated states must occur in order to establish and adjust the relationships of items that are being held in memory. Thus, we describe how the patterns of synchronization that emerge from the model are rich enough to accommodate many aspects of the current understanding of both feature and variable binding from a working memory standpoint. We then examine in greater detail what transitions are in fact possible within the model. Finally, we describe the frequency relationships that naturally emerge in the model and how these compare to experimental findings of power spectra dynamics in large-scale recordings during working memory tasks.

### Feature binding {#sec016}

Dynamic binding is required in working memory in order to quickly associate and dissociate different elements together \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref040]\], such as different features of an item in the environment. In the context of our model, this means that items must be able to be both synchronized and desynchronized in response to different stimuli. We have seen above in [Fig 4](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"} how synchronization may occur via either simultaneous ([Fig 4A](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"}) or sequential ([Fig 4B and 4C](#pcbi.1006517.g004){ref-type="fig"}) selective stimuli. Such synchronization allows different features to bind together into one item in memory. In [Fig 8](#pcbi.1006517.g008){ref-type="fig"}, we see two situations in which the patterns of synchrony change as the associations between different features change. For example, if a red traffic light turns green ([Fig 8A](#pcbi.1006517.g008){ref-type="fig"}), *red light* can unbind from *stoplight* (and indeed may become quiescent, as in this example), while *green light* then binds to *stoplight* as the two associated neuronal populations synchronize. Alternatively, an observer may perceive the static environment in a unified manner, so that the car at the red light and the street, for example, are bound together ([Fig 8B](#pcbi.1006517.g008){ref-type="fig"}). Once the light turns green, the car begins to move, so that *car* and *street*, for example, unbind and are represented as distinct items in memory. Thus, attentional mechanisms or environmental changes may act to change the patterns of synchronization, and thus of the binding of different items in working memory, by stimulating either quiescent or already-active populations.

![Feature binding examples.\
For simplicity, memoranda that may require several different bound features are represented as a single oscillating population (e.g., a street). (A) Feature binding can be achieved through the synchronous firing of the individual features as in the left half of (A). A new input causes an unbinding and a new binding of an object with a modified feature. For example, the initial binding might represent a *red stoplight*. The light changes to green, causing the *stoplight* to bind with *green light*. (B) Feature binding in which a new input (e.g., focus) results in the decoupling of a single memorandum (e.g., some background such as a *street* and stationary *car*). For example, the *car* is observed to begin moving, and so is now perceived as a separate object from the *street*.](pcbi.1006517.g008){#pcbi.1006517.g008}

### Variable binding {#sec017}

The combinatorial dynamics emerging within the model are rich enough to produce variable binding as is characteristic, for example, of language and abstract reasoning within the context of working memory. Below, we illustrate some simple examples from the model consistent with the most expected and widespread approaches to variable binding and language (e.g., the SHRUTI inference network \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref041]\]). These utilize temporal phase binding and represent simple predicate calculus rules. Consider the predicate calculus rule $$\left. \text{purchases}(x,\mspace{360mu} y)\Rightarrow owns(x,\mspace{360mu} y), \right.$$ where *x* and *y* represent variables in the above rule, and a Boolean query (for example, as presented in Feldman \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref012]\]), such as "Does Tom (*x*) own a book (*y*)". In most common inference network models, for example, SHRUTI \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref042]\], separate clock phases are assigned to the pairings of *Tom* with *owns* and *book* with *owns*. *Tom* here represents a variable agent who could come to own something (a *book*, for example) through *purchases*. There are other possibilities, of course, and they could all be linked or synchronized with the *owns* relation. We note that while a mediator circuit is implicated in the SHRUTI inference network, here the relevant association may occur in a single step as a result of synchronous firing due to temporal associations and the pattern of input, as shown in [Fig 9](#pcbi.1006517.g009){ref-type="fig"}. The active populations in working memory could represent an *owns* node (e.g., the active population in line 1 of [Fig 9A](#pcbi.1006517.g009){ref-type="fig"}), and *Tom* (as an agent node; e.g., the active populations in lines 2 and 3). The active populations of *Tom* and *book* then become associated and paired as a result of the activation of a node or population representing *purchases* in working memory (active population in line 4 of [Fig 9A](#pcbi.1006517.g009){ref-type="fig"}). Then, over several clock cycles "Tom owns a book" becomes established, or possibly instantly as here with the activation of the *purchases* node (i.e., population). Additional populations could become activated and linked via synchronization, such as "Tom purchases *The Awakening*" where *The Awakening* would become synchronized with a *book* node. We note that, whereas *Tom* requires two populations to be active in this example in order to form distinct bindings with both *purchases* and *owns*, different, *n*: *m* locking ratios or aperiodic oscillatory dynamics could allow for such unambiguous bindings while just one population is maintained active for *Tom*, as we touch on at the end of *Discussion*.

![Variable binding, and sentence construction examples.\
Specific sequential inputs result in a cascade of bindings that emerge, following one another within a single clock cycle. (A) A fragment of the working memory system demonstrating how an inference emerges and is established in working memory. Here, the predicate calculus rule examined is purchases(*x*, *y*) ⇒ owns(*x*, *y*) (from an example in Feldman \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref012]\]). After a query is made ("Does Tom own *The Awakening*?"), a statement is provided, "Tom purchased *The Awakening*". This statement first activates a second instantiation of *Tom*, and then the verb *purchases*(y), causing *owns*(y) and *Tom* to synchronize so that the inference is made. (B) An illustration of that same combinatorial structure is shown as it could apply towards a mechanistic realization of a phrase structure grammar. This could be based upon an already established or innate structure in the cortex. Upon reading the sentence, the words are sequentially input and the appropriate nodes are activated and bound in working memory, forming a determinate noun phrase (DNP) and a verb phrase (VP). For clarity, bindings between nodes and variables (i.e., words here) are not explicitly illustrated. (C) A final binding occurs, as the components of the DNP receive selective and equal simultaneous stimuli, binding all of the components together to form a sentence (S).](pcbi.1006517.g009){#pcbi.1006517.g009}

We can also consider how the combinatorics allowed through the present model's dynamics may apply in language by illustrating how they may facilitate the presence of grammars. We note that the predicate-argument structure used above (e.g., owns(*x*, *y*)) fits well within some dependency grammars. However, the model is agnostic to any particular type of grammar, and we now consider an example as might be implemented within a phrase structure grammar, illustrated in [Fig 9B and 9C](#pcbi.1006517.g009){ref-type="fig"}. The words are represented by the activation of populations (presumably stored in the structure of networks in long-term memory) and become synchronized with the appropriate activated nodes. For clarity, we have simplified the example so that the nodes, and therefore the bindings of words to nodes, are not displayed. For example, a determiner node is first activated and then bound to *the*, but in [Fig 9B](#pcbi.1006517.g009){ref-type="fig"} we only show the activity of the population corresponding to *the*. A noun node is then activated, which is bound to the variable *woman*. A verb node is activated next, which is bound to *writes*. Finally a second noun node is activated and then bound to *music*. This results in the binding of the determiner node and noun node of the subject into a determinate noun phrase (displaying the phrase structure rule D + N → DNP), and within a single clock cycle the dynamic binding of the verb with the direct object to form a verb phrase (V + N → VP). These states are activated sequentially within a single clock cycle, and thus could be recognized as a grammatical sentence maintained in working memory based on the phrase structure rule that a DNP followed by a VP produces a grammatical sentence S. Alternatively, the sequential DNP and VP representations could be input with a subsequent final synchronization of the DNP and VP taking place to produce S, and recognized as a grammatical sentence that is maintained in working memory, as illustrated in [Fig 9C](#pcbi.1006517.g009){ref-type="fig"}.

Ungrammatical sentences could be recognized when bindings occur that do not correspond to valid production rules. We do not consider here the specific mechanism or details by which the particular variables become bound, but rather show how they can dynamically emerge within working memory representations. In principle this could arise via some mapping and closeness of the associations in that cortical map, "hardwired" architectural associations in long-term memory, or some combination.

### Accessible operations {#sec018}

We have shown that the dynamics of our model map onto a number of working memory and binding examples. Indeed, it appears that the relevant attractor patterns are exactly the combinatorial possibilities, limited by the network size and the number of MP patterns available. Beyond ascertaining what states are available to the network, we are further interested in how the network can transition from one pattern to another. For example, in [Fig 2B](#pcbi.1006517.g002){ref-type="fig"} we see that if a third, inactive population is stimulated, the network can transition from 2 OP populations to 3 OP populations. We will consider this to be an operation available to the network; i.e., the operation of transitioning from 2 OP populations to 3 OP populations by providing a stimulus of the right strength and timing (see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} for further protocol detail). Different patterns may require a different number of operations to attain from a given starting pattern. We refer to a transition that requires *n* selective, sequential stimuli to instantiate as an *n*th-order operation. We may assess the capabilities, and thus to some degree the plausibility, of the model more systematically by delimiting the available operations. Determining whether a pattern is accessible through a first-order or a higher-order operation may also allow for predictions to be made from the model, such as the timings involved in certain cognitive processes. We restrict the number of active populations to either two (diads) or three (triads). Our parameter choices are as above, so that WTA is always an accessible state. Thus, if we begin with a diad or triad, the only resultant patterns of interest are also diads and triads.

[Fig 10](#pcbi.1006517.g010){ref-type="fig"} shows what operations related to diads and triads are available to the network, under the limitations described above and in *Methods*. In each gray circle, 1st-order operations are displayed; we may determine available higher-order operations by stringing together sequences of 1st-order operations. For example, we may transition from an OP diad to an S triad as a 2nd-order operation by stimulating an inactive population so that the network first transitions to an OP triad, and then stimulating an active population so that the network then transitions to an S triad. In particular, examining [Fig 10B and 10C](#pcbi.1006517.g010){ref-type="fig"} reveals that the network may transition from any diad or triad to any other (through transitions involving only other diads and triads) using no higher than a 3rd-order operation (i.e., no more than 3 selective, sequential excitatory stimuli are required).

![Accessible diad and triad operations.\
(A) Using *N* = 5, a stimulus is given to each of the activity patterns shown. For (B) and (C), the starting activity pattern is indicated in the center of the gray circles, while the subscripts indicate which population was stimulated. The observed resultant activity patterns are indicated in smaller text around the circumference of the gray circles. For (B), one of the already-active populations, population 1, was stimulated, whereas an inactive population, population 3, was stimulated for (C).](pcbi.1006517.g010){#pcbi.1006517.g010}

Since the stimulus is excitatory, the stimulated population will remain active. Thus, every beginning pattern will have at least two resultant patterns that will not be accessible for a given selected population that receives a stimulus (e.g., beginning with *O* and stimulating population 1 will ensure that *s*~23~ and *o*~23~ are not accessible---see [Fig 10A](#pcbi.1006517.g010){ref-type="fig"} for a notation key). By changing the population that receives the stimulus, other patterns become available in a way that is obvious by inspecting [Fig 10](#pcbi.1006517.g010){ref-type="fig"}. For example, we see in [Fig 10B](#pcbi.1006517.g010){ref-type="fig"} that an MP triad and OP diads and triads can transition to most of the remaining diads and triads: Discounting order, there are 5 possible triads and 6 possible diads; disregarding which population receives the stimulus, we see that both an MP and an OP triad can directly transition to 6 of the 10 patterns that are different from themselves. By contrast, the S populations have fewer populations accessible by 1st-order operations. This is in part an outcome of maintaining a uniform connectivity. In order to differentially affect two S populations, one of them must receive a stimulus, as any other population will affect the two S populations symmetrically. So, for example, it is as expected that the only accessible patterns for 3 S populations are the ones consisting of 3 MP populations where the selectively stimulated population oscillates out-of-phase with the remaining two. The results for *s*~12~ as shown are likewise entirely expected.

One of the patterns that is difficult to directly obtain from a diad or triad is an S diad (e.g., *s*~12~). We were only able to obtain this pattern by stimulating one of the active populations in an OP diad (e.g., *o*~12~). Thus, going from any other pattern to an S diad requires at least a second order operation. For example, transitioning from an S triad to an S diad is at least a third order operation: With the first stimulus the network may transition to an MP triad, with the second the network may transition to an OP diad, and with the third the network may finally transition to an S diad. We note that there may be multiple paths that allow one pattern to evolve to another pattern. For example, an alternative route from the S triad to diad would be through a WTA scenario: A strong first stimulus can cause the selected population to quench the activity of the other populations, and a second stimulus to a nonactive population could cause the network to transition to an S diad.

These results show that there are a number of options to get from one pattern to another for two and three active populations, even with strong limitations on the network architecture and the stimulus protocol. For the operations that take triads to triads (as shown in [Fig 10B](#pcbi.1006517.g010){ref-type="fig"}, top), we note that the accessible operations are almost exactly what we would have predicted from the weak coupling analysis. That is, as we mention in *Weak coupling*, we expect transitions between basins of attraction with boundaries given as curves in [Fig 7](#pcbi.1006517.g007){ref-type="fig"} (i.e., between OP and MP basins and between MP and S basins) to be easier to realize, and transitions between basins of attraction with boundaries given as points (as in the unstable fixed points separating OP and S basins) to be more difficult to realize. Indeed, we found it easy to transition between OP and MP states and between S and MP states, and found it more difficult to transition between OP and S states (note that we were unable to transition from S to O within the constraints given in *Methods*, while there is only a very narrow 7ms window that allows us to transition from O to S, just within our stated protocol). It may be of interest in future work to loosen some of the above restrictions (for example, examining heterogeneous networks or having the stimulus also drive the inhibitory components), and to further quantify the level of difficulty for a particular transition (e.g., some transitions are much less dependent on the stimulus parameters than others).

### Frequencies {#sec019}

In constructing our model network, we chose parameters that were biologically plausible and further found constraints on these parameters that allowed OP, S, and MP modes and transitions between them that are relevant to working memory situations. While we did not tune parameters in order to fit certain frequency bands that have been found to be of potential relevance to working memory and binding, we indeed observed some correspondence between these and the frequency relationships in the model network. For example, if we have populations that oscillate OP, then as each population becomes active, the oscillation frequency of the network as a whole (or, equivalently, of each individual population) decreases, as illustrated in [Fig 11](#pcbi.1006517.g011){ref-type="fig"}. If the number of active OP populations remains constant, the frequency of the network oscillations also decreases with increasing network size. Thus, for example, if there are three active populations with OP dynamics, each population oscillates at just over 15 Hz for a network with *N* = 3, and at approximately 13 Hz for a network with *N* = 20. We see in [Fig 11](#pcbi.1006517.g011){ref-type="fig"} that if either *N* or the number of active populations corresponding to distinct memoranda increases, the frequency of oscillations for any individual population trends downward towards the alpha band.

![Frequency of population oscillation for different network sizes *N*.\
We examine the effect of increasing both system size and number of active OP populations on the oscillation frequency. In both cases, the frequency decreases monotonically. The frequency of interest may also be that based on the time between peaks of active populations (e.g., the time between the peak firing rates of population 1 and population 2 in a given network). This "interpopulation frequency" may be obtained by multiplying the given population by the number of active populations. For example, the interpopulation frequency for a network size of 20 when 2 populations are active would be approximately 30 Hz.](pcbi.1006517.g011){#pcbi.1006517.g011}

Since we are considering OP dynamics, we also note that the period between successive peaks in the case when, for example, three populations are active, is one third the overall period of the network. We may refer to the associated measure as the "interpopulation period/frequency". As an example, let us consider a network size of *N* = 20 with three active OP populations. As mentioned above, the network oscillation, and thus the oscillation of any particular population, is 13 Hz. However, since three populations are active OP, the interpopulation frequency is 39 Hz. Depending on the distances between these active populations of neurons and the spatial resolution of the measurement in an experimental setting, then, increased activity near the alpha and/or gamma band may be detected. Greater numbers of populations that oscillate S may cause increased power near the alpha spectrum, since the interpopulation frequency would not increase. Increases in power in gamma frequencies and in frequencies near alpha are both consistent with neurophysiological experiments that have reported increases in gamma or alpha contributions with working memory tasks and increasing working memory load \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref006], [@pcbi.1006517.ref023]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref025], [@pcbi.1006517.ref043]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref047]\]. In addition, increased alpha-band oscillations have been reported to play an important role in mental processes related to attention and memory \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref048]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref053]\].

Discussion {#sec020}
==========

We presented an oscillatory firing rate network model that can represent both distinct and bound items in working memory. The oscillations provide a mechanism to separate or bind these items by utilizing the phase information of the oscillations, resulting in groupings of synchronous and asynchronous populations that represent multi-item, multi-feature memories. By framing our mean-field model within a dynamical systems context, we were able to study how the oscillatory solutions arise as functions of key network parameters, such as the coupling strengths and synaptic timescales. We were also able to rapidly simulate various scenarios of interest, which allowed us to explore different oscillatory states and transitions between them that may be relevant to working memory and binding.

Beginning with a spiking network, we derived a simple mean-field model. In addition to the fast AMPA and slow GABA synapses that are normally modeled, we included slower excitatory NMDA synapses, which have been implicated in the persistent activation of neurons during information retention in working memory tasks. The NMDA synapses allow for bistability in our model, so that only transient stimuli, applied to the excitatory components, are required to trigger the active oscillatory states, consistent with experimental findings and other modeling efforts that have employed NMDA. While others have examined oscillatory models in working memory and binding \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref036], [@pcbi.1006517.ref038], [@pcbi.1006517.ref039], [@pcbi.1006517.ref054]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref066]\], to our knowledge none have employed NMDA as a mechanism for bistability, used numerical continuation to define regions of parameter space that allow for the oscillations of interest, or explored in detail the combinatorially rich oscillatory states and transitions between them.

We found attracting states involving synchronous (S) and out-of-phase (OP) oscillations, as well mixed-phase (MP) states where some populations oscillated S and others OP. Numerical continuation defined regions in parameter space where they exist stably. The mutual inhibition between populations (*c*~*ei*~) both facilitated OP states through competition and also limited the number of populations that could oscillate. We found a wide range of biologically plausible parameter values that allow three populations to oscillate mutually OP, in line with the 3--5 item working memory capacity found across different modalities \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref007], [@pcbi.1006517.ref012], [@pcbi.1006517.ref067]\]. While *c*~*ei*~ strongly affected the number of populations that could oscillate OP, it had only a weak effect on the number of populations that could oscillate S. The model provides a natural explanation for the capacity of working memory, apart from the system's bifurcations discussed above in *Out-of-phase oscillations and distinct memoranda*, in that the excitatory coupling *c*~*e*~ can greatly increase the basin of attraction of synchronous states, as we show explicitly in the case of weak coupling. Thus, two populations may only get so close before they will tend towards synchrony, implying there may only be a finite number of OP populations. However, for *c*~*e*~ too large, the network is only attracted to a bulk oscillatory state. While synchrony is desirable in some binding situations, too much synchrony can be pathological, so it is necessary to maintain low-level excitatory connections between distinct populations.

We explored a number of different scenarios by adjusting the stimuli parameters. We found by stimulating either inactive or active populations that the network could rapidly transition between accessible oscillatory states. Thus, depending on the strength and timing of the stimuli, populations could quickly synchronize, desynchronize, or become quiescent. All of these operations are necessary for binding and cognitive processes within working memory. We found many different sets of dynamics that are relevant to binding, and the flexibility of the network lends itself to linguistic demands. Thus, our network may provide a framework to realize certain ideas in grammars, sentence construction, and simple predicate calculus. In particular, the attracting S, OP, and MP states and the response speeds to selective stimuli allow our network to provide a versatile underlying skeleton to realize such binding scenarios as outlined in a connectionist setting in, for example, Shastri et al. \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref041]\]

More generally, the oscillatory activity provides basic properties by which executive processes can direct ongoing cognitive operations through the control of the contents of declarative or procedural working memory. The dynamics meet the potentially opposing demands of this control by providing a mechanism for quickly establishing and maintaining new structures or representations by both forming strong bindings that are resistant to interference and retaining the ability to rapidly dissolve those bindings in order to update the contents of working memory, or remove content from working memory that is no longer relevant. Thus, a primary result in this work is that binding via synchronization between populations that represent working memory elements, the number of arrangements of which appears limited only by the number of permutations of active populations, may be rapidly and stably formed as well as dissolved to form new structures from other populations that represent elements in long-term memory. However, while all arrangements of the active populations appear possible, different numbers of operations (e.g., activations or deactivations) are necessary to reach particular states from each other. This could be a factor involved in different lag times in the performance of different types of working memory tasks, as observed in numerous studies \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref017], [@pcbi.1006517.ref068]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref071]\].

We note that in our model, working memory and binding depend on the onset time or phase presentation of "stimuli". However, these stimuli do not necessarily represent direct stimuli, but rather could be inferred to be filtered through some control circuitry not explicitly addressed in the present model. Nonetheless, our model does require precise phase timing control of selective stimuli that can affect whether items are perceived as distinct or bound. The existence of such precise timing control is essentially a prediction of the model. However, there is some evidence that indicates such finely tuned temporal control is plausible. As we mentioned in *Methods*, some pyramidal neurons and interneurons lock to two different phases of a gamma oscillation, allowing as little as 6--7ms temporal resolution \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref034]\], and synchronization between neurons has been shown to occur within a time window of around 10ms \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref035]\]. Even for direct external inputs in working memory and binding, it has been shown that sequential inputs of stimuli, in conjunction with other stimulus characteristics (e.g., spatial characteristics), lead to increased misbinding if presented with a sufficiently short duration. While the functioning of visual working memory has been shown to be independent of the cortical spacing between memoranda \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref072], [@pcbi.1006517.ref073]\], studies of multidimensional perceptual interaction have shown that presenting stimuli in short time windows results in different perceptions and bindings. For example, the pitch and loudness of a 200ms tone is experienced differently from a 50ms tone of the same pitch or loudness \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref074], [@pcbi.1006517.ref075]\]. Furthermore, a significant amount of work has shown that binding and differentiation of distinct items in memory depend in part on timings associated with the gamma band \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref023], [@pcbi.1006517.ref025], [@pcbi.1006517.ref027], [@pcbi.1006517.ref035], [@pcbi.1006517.ref037], [@pcbi.1006517.ref076]\]. These considerations make the existence of such short phase precision plausible.

Oscillatory models have been developed both in the context of working memory \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref036], [@pcbi.1006517.ref054]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref056]\] and of binding \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref038], [@pcbi.1006517.ref057]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref059]\], and models---often with an eye towards image processing---have employed the distinction between bound and distinct objects as synchronous or asynchronous oscillations \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref038], [@pcbi.1006517.ref059]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref062], [@pcbi.1006517.ref066]\]. These models tend to be spiking networks, appeal to cross-frequency coupling (e.g., theta-gamma codings), provide unrealistic connections (e.g., delayed self-inhibition for excitatory elements), use delays or constant inputs to produce persistent oscillatory activity, or employ structured architectures (e.g., using Hopfield networks, Hebbian rules, or pre-wired assemblies).

The line of work that is the closest to the present study also utilized Wilson-Cowan-type networks \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref039], [@pcbi.1006517.ref055], [@pcbi.1006517.ref063]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref065]\]. By incorporating common inhibition, dynamic thresholds, and sustained inputs, they could obtain asynchronous oscillations. The dynamic thresholds (which could instead be interpreted as linear inhibitory neurons) induced oscillatory activity, global (nonlinear) inhibition allowed for competitive dynamics that led to asynchronous oscillations, and continuous inputs kept the selected populations active (or quiescent at or near a low fixed point for negative-valued inputs). In Horn and Usher \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref064]\] and Horn and Opher \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref065]\] in particular, correlated noise was added to the inputs to obtain synchronous oscillations (uncorrelated noise resulted in asynchronous oscillations). In Horn and Opher \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref039]\], an explanation that may be relevant to the network we consider was provided for the limit to the number of active asynchronous populations in terms of the subharmonic solutions that could be obtained by driving a single oscillator at greater frequencies. However, the mechanisms our model employs for oscillatory dynamics, sustained activity, and competitive asynchronous and synchronous oscillations are all distinct from this interesting series of papers.

Indeed, our model differs in important aspects from all of the above-cited body of work. We draw on evidence that implicates NMDA in the persistent activity in neurons associated with working memory, incorporating simplified NMDA synapses to produce persistent activation \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref002], [@pcbi.1006517.ref028]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref031]\]. Thus, transient inputs result in sustained activity, in line with neurophysiological studies. Our network has strong local and weaker global inhibition and excitation with simple uniform all-to-all connectivity that, importantly, allows any of the populations to be in- or out-of-phase with each other. Finally, we consider the ensemble activity through a mean-field model that we develop from a spiking quadratic integrate-and-fire network. On the one hand, this allows us to relate the mean-field dynamics to those of the underlying spiking network. On the other hand, the mean-field model has the advantage of being posed in a more mathematically tractable form than spiking models, allowing us to analyze the dependence of states on different network parameters through numerical continuation methods. The reduced computational requirements of the mean-field network also free us to explore more of the model's rich dynamical behaviors, and we have included several examples of interesting and relevant working memory and binding activities.

Increased memory loads during working memory tasks have been associated with increases in the spectral power in both gamma and the lower (e.g., alpha) frequency bands in, for example, EEG and MEG recordings \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref006], [@pcbi.1006517.ref023]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref025], [@pcbi.1006517.ref043]--[@pcbi.1006517.ref047]\]. Neuronal networks may select for (coherent) oscillatory signals in the gamma range in particular \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref077]\]. In our model, the frequency of the oscillations depends both on system parameters and network-level interactions. For most parameter values, the peak-to-peak period of oscillations within a given working memory cycle corresponds to either gamma or beta band oscillations. As more populations become active OP, however, while the overall peak-to-peak frequency remains in the higher frequency bands (gamma or high beta) in a working memory cycle, the peak-to-peak frequency of each separately active population firing within the cycle decreases towards lower bands. As more populations become active S, they may increase the contribution of either lower or higher frequencies. Thus, depending on the spatial distribution of the populations active in the working memory cycle, either gamma power may increase or else a "downshift" in measured frequencies (e.g., an increase in activity in low beta or near the alpha band) may be expected with increasing working memory load.

We focused on the simplest cases of uniform all-to-all coupling and periodic oscillators, allowing for clear network state classification. It would be interesting to explore more realistic heterogeneous coupling, including distance-based. Preliminary results have shown interesting phase relationships can develop, such as 2:1 frequency locking. Placing the oscillators into parameter regimes that allow for quasiperiodic or chaotic regimes (as seen to exist in E-I Wilson-Cowan networks in \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref078]\]) may also allow for even richer phase relationships as in the spiking networks in Raffone and van Leeuwen \[[@pcbi.1006517.ref059]\]. For example, a population may be in some sense partially synchronous with several other populations so that a feature (such as a color) could be associated with several distinct objects that themselves oscillate asynchronously.
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